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General Information
� ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

(A) Essential Academic Qualifications :
Graduation in any discipline from a

recognized University or any equivalent
qualification recognised as such by the
Central Government. Those who are in the
final year/semester of their graduation may
also apply provisionally subject to the
condition that, if called for interview. 

Candidates having Integrated dual degree
(IDD) certificate should ensure that the date
of passing the IDD is on or before the
stipulated date.
(B) Age Limit :

Not below 21 years and not above 30
years as on stipulated date.

Relaxation in the Upper Age Limit to Reserved
Category candidates will be permisible.
� SELECTION PROCEDURE

Phase-I : Preliminary Examination : Preli-
minary Examination consisting of Objective Tests
for 100 marks will be conducted online. This test
would  be  of  1 hour  duration  consisting  of 3
Sections as follows :

SL Name of
Test

No. of
Questions

Marks Duration

1. English
Language 30 30

2. Quantitative
Aptitude 35 35

Composite
Time of

3. Reasoning
Ability 35 35

1 hour

Total 100 100

Candidates have to qualify in each of the
three tests by securing passing marks to be
decided by the Bank. Adequate number of
candidates in each category as decided by the
Bank (approximately 20 times the numbers of
vacancies subject to availability) will be short
listed for the Main Examination.

Phase-II : Main Examination : Main
Examination will consist of Objective Tests for
200 marks and Descriptive Test for 50 marks.
Both the Objective and Descriptive Tests will be
online. Candidates will have to answer Descrip-
tive test by typing on the computer. Immediately
after completion of Objective Test, Descriptive
Test will be administered.
(i) Objective Test—The objective test of 2 hour

duration consists of 4 sections with 50 marks
each (Total 200 marks) as follows :

(a) Test of English Language (Grammar,
Vocabulary, Comprehension etc.)

(b) Test of General Awareness, Marketing &
Computers

(c) Test of Data Analysis & Interpretation
(d) Test of Reasoning (High Level)
The candidates are required to qualify in each

of the Tests by securing passing marks, to be
decided by the Bank.
(ii) Descriptive Test—The Descriptive Test of 1

hour duration with 50 marks  will  be  a Test  of
English Language (Letter Writing & Essay).
The candidates are required to qualify in the

Descriptive Test by securing passing marks, to be
decided by the Bank.

Descriptive test paper of only those candi-
dates will be evaluated who have scored quali-
fying marks in the Objective Tests and are
placed adequately high as per total marks in
objective test.
Phase-III : Group Discussion (20 Marks) &
Interview (30 Marks) :

The aggregate marks of candidates qualifying
in both the Objective Tests and Descriptive Test
will be arranged in descending order in each cate-
gory. Adequate number of candidates in each
category, as decided by the Bank will be called for
Group Discussion and Interview. The qualifying
marks in Group Discussion and Interview will be
as decided by the Bank.
Final Selection

The marks obtained in the Preliminary
Examination (Phase-I) will not be added for the
selection and only the marks obtained in Main
Examination (Phase-II) will be added to the marks
obtained in GD and Interview (Phase-III) for
preparation of the final merit list.

The candidates will have to qualify both in
Phase-II and Phase-III separately. Marks secured
by the candidates in the Written Test (out of 250
marks) are converted to out of 75 and marks
secured in Group Discussion and Interview (out of
50 marks) are converted to out of 25. The final
merit list is arrived at after aggregating converted
marks of Written Test and Group Discussion and
Interview out of 100 for each category. The
selection will be made from the top merit ranked
candidates in each category.

Results of the candidates who have qualified
GD & Interview and the list of candidates finally
selected will be made available on the Bank’s
website. Final select list will be published in
Employment News/Rozgar Samachar.
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English Language
Directions—(Q. 1 to 10) Read the following

passage carefully and answer the questions, given
certain words/phrases have been given in bold to
help you locate them while answering some of the
questions.

If we find the certain raising in economy of
country till of decades especially the moulding of
increasing productivity and higher earnings for
workers in factory. There are many ways to
increasing earnings of the employees. The earning
of the employees can be raised by increasing the
price of selling of the products of the firms and
reducing the cost of profits or the costs of raw
materials or increasing labour productivity.
However, increasing employee earning by means
of other than increased labour productivity
jeoparadises the firm’s rival strength in the
market. Higher prices usually means fewer
customers while reduced prices, reduced profit
means less capital investment and low cost
materials means poor product quality. But increa-
sing labour productivity means by enhancing
skills and motivation creates an almost unlimited
resources. The development of economic
resources, human and non-human is the product of
human effort and the quality of human effort in
large part depends upon human motivation.

The zealous employees with workoholic spirit
through traditional authority and financial
incentives has become increasingly difficult as
employees become economically secure and their
dependency on any particular organisation
decreases. According to expecting theorists the
motivation to work increases when an employee
feels his performance is an instruments for
obtaining desired rewards. Nevertheless, in many
organisations today employees are entitled to or-
ganisational rewards just by being employed.
Unions Governmental regulations and the nature
of job depends both on the congenial nature of

owner and the employees and the nature of the
jobs itself in some cases prevent management
from financial rewards to perform. People may
join and can be remained in these organisations
frankly to achieve organisational rewards but
being motivated to join the organisation is not the
same as being motivated to exert effort in an
organisation. The challenge to managements is to
find and administer alternative form of incentives
which will induce employees to improve work
performance. Such alternative forms of reinforce-
ment will require increased understanding of
motivational theories and programmes which
inspire to workers as a whole to promote their
wishes in the levelling to these managements and
the worker both.
1. Which of the following statement/s is/are

NOT TRUE in the context of the passage ?
1. Human effort is the cause of the

development of economic resources.
2. Management is free to relate financial

rewards to performance.
3. Employees can be easily motivated with

traditional authority today.
(A) Both (1) and (2) (B) Only (3)
(C) Both (1) and (3) (D) Both (2) and (3)
(E) None of these

2. Choose   the   word   which   is   M O S T
OPPOSITE in the meaning to the word.
Enhancing
(A) Sufficient (B) Remove
(C) Reduce (D) Expand
(E) Subscribe

3. Which of the following factors according to
the passage, adversely affects the competitive
strength ?
(A) Making    towards    contingent    on

performance
(B) Anti-productivity and antimanagement

activities of labour unions
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(C) Motivating employees with traditional
authority

(D) Increasing employee earnings regardless
of their productivity

(E) None of the above

4. Which of the following factors determine the
quality of human efforts ?
(A) Desire and willingness of an individual

to excel in whatever he undertakes
(B) Economic resources available will the

organisation
(C) The individual’s innovations
(D) Authoritarian leadership and job security
(E) None of the above

5. In the context of the passage, a company’s
competitive strength in the market is affected
mainly because of—
1. a slump in the international market
2. poor inter-department co-ordination
3. decreased labour product
(A) Only (1)
(B) Only (2)
(C) Only (3)
(D) Both (2) and (3)
(E) None of the above

Directions—(Q. 6 to 10) Paragraph contai-
ning five sentences (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E).
Paragraph contains a central theme. Find out the
Central theme of answer accordingly.
6. Which of the following statements carries the

Central theme of the passage ?
(A) Hughes novels include NOT without

Laughter (1930) and the Big Sea (1940).
He wrote an auto biography in 1956 and
also published in several collection of
poetry

(B) Langston Hughes was one of the greatest
American writers of the 20th century

(C) For a few years after that he roamed the
world as a sea-man, visiting ports around
the world and writing some poetry

(D) A man of many talents, Hughes was also
a lyricist, libertist and a journalist. As an
older man in the 1960s he spent much of
his time collecting poems from Africa
and from African-American to popula-
tion arise black writers

(E) Langston Hughes is one of the most
accomplished writers in American
literary history, and he is seen as one of
the artistic leaders of the Harlem Renais-
sance, the period when a neighbourhood
that was a predominantly black produced
flood of great literature.

7. Which of the following statements carries the
Central theme of the passage ?

(A) From the specialists’ point of view the
comparison   between   termite   and
macaques are facile or worse

(B) As a parameter and quantitative theory
are used to analyse both termite and
troops of macaques, we will have a
unified science of biology

(C) I’ve increasingly impressed with the
functional similarities between insect
and vertibrate societies and less so with
the structural difference with them

(D) In both kinds of societies there is a well-
marked division of labour. Members of
both groups communicate to each other

(E) They feel hunger, alarm, hostality, caste
or rank and reproductive status

8. Which of the following statements carries the
Central theme of the passage ?
(A) In the highest sense religion is an

intensely individual issue
(B) As modern life has manipulated desires

without the corrective of a sense of
spiritual values, knowledge of modern
science doesn’t reduce either greedor
lust

(C) Indeed it has nothing to do with these
disturbances of the mind

(D) On the contrary it finds fresh tools for
greater indulgence in all forms of greed
and luster

(E) The only thing that can be prevented or
restrained that these evils is the religious
sense

9. Which of the following statements carries the
Central theme of the passage ?
(A) Man had never succeeded in keeping free

from war in the past

(B) Each of nations has its own army, navy
and airforce
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(C) Only some form of the govt. which
controls all the world’s armed force and
against which no single nation or group
of nations could wage war since they
wouldn’t have the withdrawal to do so

(D) Science by accelerating man’s speed of
movement has made the world a single
whole. So any war which breaks out
anywhere will destroy the whole
civilization and not merely the part
affected by the war as has been the case
in the past

(E) That is why the new powers conferred
upon may by science increasingly
demand a world government if they are
not to result in man’s destruction

(F) The opponent of nation in this world
wants to make his power, prosperity and
rising level to modernization by means
of wane or weary

10. Which of the following statements carries the
Central theme of the passage ?
(A) Recently, a newspaper article mourned

the total disappearance of the common
house sparrow

(B) In this concern this was a comment on
perceptible move towards edging out the
Flora and Fauna of the city

(C) In the rapid urbanization, multi-storyed
apartments grew and large-scale felling
of trees became necessary

(D) Last week, however seven pairs of these
sparrows were a spotted in a suburb.
Possibly the greenery of this place has
created a new habitant for these birds

(E) A systematic development of trees and
shrubs all over the city could woo the
absentee house sparrow to our midst

Directions—(Q. 11 to 15) Rearrange the
given six sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F)
in a proper sequence so as to form a meaningful
paragraph and then answer the given question—

(A) Increased competitions, globalization and
need for countless resources have
aggregated prioritities.

(B) In order to achieve these type of hype
and feeling to sensuousness is put the
spice up threws which have robbed news
stories of creditibility

(C) It is possible when a lot of thoughts are
put into collecting and persuation of the
daily news and delivering it much more
sensitive to its users

(D) Technological innovation and economic
change have transformed the news
industry to the extent where its original
definition as a public service no longer
holds good

(E) When we come back the media should
make full use of the highest power then
the democracy prosper.

(F) These public good and social responsi-
bility, but sandly these have made a path
for business finder a commercial viability

11. Which of the following sentence should be
the SECOND after rearrangement ?
(A) A (B) B
(C) D (D) E
(E) F

12. Which of the following sentences should be
the FIRST after rearrangement ?
(A) A (B) B
(C) C (D) D
(E) E

13. Which of the following should be the FIFTH
after rearrangement ?
(A) A (B) B
(C) E (D) C
(E) F

14. Which of the following should be the THIRD
after rearrangement ?
(A) A (B) E
(C) D (D) F
(E) C

20. Which of the following should be the SIXTH
(LAST) after rearrangement ?

(A) A (B) B
(C) C (D) D
(E) F

Directions—(Q. 16 to 20) Which of the
phrases given against the sentence should replace
the word/ phrases in bold in the sentene to make it
grammatically correct ? If the sentence is correct
as it is given and no correction is required, select-
No correction’ as the answer.
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16. It is a mourning of our ecosystem since the
past fifty years the trees have fallen in
various parts of district ruthlessly.
(A) fifty year ago
(B) since fifty year have passed
(C) during the past fifty years
(D) after fifty years
(E) No correction

17. The borrowing class in Pune and Mumbai
differ no more from Ahmedabad and Surat
than the types of banks from whom they
borrow.
(A) differ no more then
(B) differs no more from that of
(C) different no from
(D) differ no more than those of
(E) No correction

18. The desirable qualities of concrete are its
strength economy and the fact that it lasts a
long while.
(A) durability
(B) great ability to last
(C) because it lasts a long while
(D) heavy duty wear and tear
(E) No correction

19. In these conditions every efforts has the need
to make to promote the distinct identity of
Indian silk goods.
(A) is needed to make promoting
(B) needs to be made to promote
(C) has needed to make to promoting
(D) has needed to be made to promote
(E) No correction

20. Given that inflation was touching 8 per cent
or so only a few weeks ago, the drop in the
pricerise trend would seem like a good thing.
(A) Since it is given that inflation was

touching
(B) Given  that inflation  was touched
(C) Given it inflation was touching
(D) Since inflation was touched
(E) No correction

Directions—(Q. 21 to 25) Read the sentence
to find out whether there is any grammatical
mistake/ error in it. The error, it any, will be in
one part of the sentence. Mark the part with the

error as your answer. If there is no error mark ‘No
error’ as your answer. (Ignore the error of
punctuation.)
21. The  Reserve  Bank  of  India’s  /  decision  to

(A) (B)
waive  AIM  charges  /  have put banks /  in  a

(C)
difficult position. No error

(D) (E)

22. Today  the  rice  production  in  the  /  region /
(A) (B)

will  fall  drastically  / unless we do anything /
(C)

to provide sufficient irrigation. No error
(D) (E)

23. The experts have thier advantage of / draw  on
(A) (B)

their  personal  experiences  /  and   providing
(C)

players / with unique inputs. No error
(D) (E)

24. The  government  has  /  launched many block
(A) (B)

levelled  schemes  to  make banking services /
(C)

available to everyone. No error
(D) (E)

25. There is no major difference / between a non-
(A) (B)

banking  financial  company  / and to a bank /
(C)

but it can’t issue cheque book to customers.
(D)

No error
(E)

Directions—(Q. 26 to 30) The question has
two blanks, each blank indicating that something
has been omitted. Choose the set of words for
each blank that best fits the meaning of the
sentence as a whole.
26. All of the countries have no benefits ………

from liberalisation. The benefit tend to ………
first to the advantage and with those to the
right education.
(A) equally, generate
(B) richy, downgrade
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